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Small bodies trapped in 1:1 mean-motion resonances are
typically associated with the Lagrangian equilibrium points
L4 or L5, like the Trojan companions of Mars, Jupiter and
Neptune. A more exotic class of 1:1 resonance is occupied by
the so-called quasi-satellites. Quasi-satellites are not associ-
ated with any of the Lagrange points but instead are trapped
in resonance very near a planet. From an inertial perspective
these objects are on free heliocentric orbits in 1:1 mean-motion
resonance with the planet. However, from a planetocentric
perspective they appear to be on very distant circumplanetary
orbits, thus the name quasi-satellite. Interestingly, Earth is
the only planet known to host these exotic objects, with near-
Earth objects 2003 YN107 and 2004 GU9 both being recently
discovered quasi-satellites of Earth (Conners et al., 2004).

In the early solar nebula, trapping of quasi-satellites by
protoplanets on moderately eccentric orbits (e ≥ 0.1) may
have been an efficient process. Recent numerical simulations
(Kortenkamp 2005) show 5–20% of all scattered planetesimals
becoming at least temporarily trapped in the quasi-satellite
resonance, with 20–30% of the trapped quasi-satellites coming
within half the Hill radius of the planet while trapped in the
resonance. Under the influence of continuing solar nebular gas
drag (that is, a heliocentric gas drag, not planetocentric) some
quasi-satellites were found to be capable of transitioning into
captured irregular satellites on prograde or retrograde orbits
(Kortenkamp 2005). The subject of this paper is whether or not
resonant quasi-satellite trapping and the subsequent transition
to irregular satellites can occur in a gas-freeenvironment.

In the so-called ’Nice Model’ of the primordial evolution
of the giant planets (Morbidelli et al., 2005, Gomes et al.,
2005, Tsiganis et al., 2005) Jupiter and Saturn migrate across
their mutual 1:2 mean motion resonance several hundred mil-
lion years after their formation. Presumably any significant
remnants of solar nebula gas would have long since dissipated
by this time. In addition to the usual implications of the Nice
Model on solar system evolution (planetary orbits, LHB, Tro-
jan asteroids, etc) an additional consequence of the chaos in this
theory is the likelihood that all pre-existing irregular satellites
would have been lost, because of their distant dynamically-
precarious orbits around the giant planets. Therefore, capture
of the irregular satellites seen today may have occurred in a gas
free environment. Thus, previous models of irregular satellite
capture that invoked primordial effects such as gas drag and/or
planetary growth (i.e., nearly all published models, including
our own) cannot account for the existence of irregular satellites
today.

We have been investigating whether the quasi-satellite
trapping mechanism discussed above is important in the gas-
free environment that existed when the giant planets were in
the late stages of planetary migration. That is, after Jupiter
and Saturn migrated across their mutual 1:2 resonance but
still prior to the giant planets reaching their final orbits. Re-

lated work (Kortenkamp et al., 2004; Kortenkamp 2007) on
the dynamics of Trojan-type resonant object during planetary
migration has shown that secondary resonances between two
migrating giant planets and a trapped resonant Trojan object
can influence the stability of the Trojan, driving it to either a
more stable or less stable configuration. Our new simulations
(see Figure 1) show that during planetary migration some Tro-
jan objects can be transferred into the quasi-satellite resonance.

Our simulations were performed using the hybridN -body
code of Chambers (1999), which combines a Wisdom-Holman
(1991) symplectic integration algorithm (Levison and Duncan
1994) with a Bulirsch-Stoer (Stoer and Bulirsch 1980) inte-
grator for handling close-encounters. Each component of the
hybrid code was modified to include planetary migration. The
simulations included the four giant planets Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, and Neptune. The radial migration of these planets
followed a smooth time variation of their semi-major axes, a.
A time scale τ was used to characterize the migration, where
a(t) = a(0) + ∆a[1 − exp(−t/τ)] and ∆a is the desired
amount of total migration at time t =∞. Following Malhotra
(1995), we adopt ∆a = −0.2, 0.8, 3.0, and 7.0 AU, respec-
tively for Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. Further details
will be provided in the talk (as I have 4 minutes to submit this
abstract).

Figure 1: Examples of the evolution of three different Neptune
Trojans during orbital migration of all four giant planets. The
Y-axis shows the resonant argument, which is the instantaneous
difference between the mean longitudesλ of the Trojan and the
planet. The secondary resonances affecting the objects shown
here are associated with the 4:7 and 5:9 Uranus-Neptune mean-
motion resonances. In the top panel a leading L4 Trojan is first
transformed into a trailing L5 Trojan (4.1-4.15 Myr), then onto
a horseshoe orbit (4.15-4.4 Myr), then briefly a non-resonant
orbit (4.4-4.45 Myr), back to a horseshoe orbit (4.45-4.55 Myr)
and finally is trapped as a quasi-satellite for about 400,000
years. The other two panels show similar evolution for Trojans
that started in the trailing L5 region.
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